SYNTRON MATERIAL HANDLING REACHES MILESTONE!

Syntron Material Handling reaches a manufacturing milestone by going three years without a lost time accident.

This amazing feat would not have been possible without their dedicated employees. Safety First!

800.356.4898

www.syntronmh.com

FRANTZ MANUFACTURING FEATURED IN THE ILLINOIS MANUFACTURER

The Illinois Manufacturer has featured FRANTZ Manufacturing in its Third Quarter 2019 publication. The title of the feature is “FRANTZ Manufacturing Company: 110 Years of Innovation and Adaptation”. The piece highlights FRANTZ innovations and adaptations throughout FRANTZ’s history relating to the changing needs of the marketplace enabling FRANTZ to remain a valuable supplier to the various markets FRANTZ has participated in over the course of more than a century. For more information on FRANTZ feature story, visit: http://ima-net.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Third-Quarter-TIM.pdf www.frantz-mfg.com

MARTIN ENGINEERING EXPANDS PROGRAM TO IMPROVE BREAST CANCER AWARENESS!

Martin Engineering is always building on its previous fund-raising programs by expanding the company’s efforts to support the Susan B. Komen Foundation. In 2017 and 2018, the firm raised a total of $7500 by contributing $50 for every special edition truck vibrator sold during the month, painted in the organization’s traditional pink color to draw attention and raise awareness. This year, Martin added its 70-liter air cannons to the program, contributing $100 for every unit sold in October. This disease impacts more than 268,000 new cases of invasive breast cancer diagnosed among U.S. women in 2019, as well as 2,670 new cases among men,“ observed Martin Engineering Vibration Business Development Manager Susie Orlandi. To read more about Martin Engineering’s efforts, go to their website at: www.martin-eng.com

ASGCO® ANNOUNCES THEIR IMPROVED LINE OF SURE GRIP™ BELT CLAMPS!

ASGCO® unveils their newly enhanced series of Sure Grip™ Conveyor Belt Clamps in their line of Safe-Guard® safety conveyor products. Designed to secure the belt for safe repair, the BC6 (6tons) and BC8 (8tons) Sure Grip™ Belt Clamps were created for maximum grip! Capable to handle more weight and work in any condition, they replace the existing BCS (5tons) and BC7 (7tons) models. www.asgco.com/products/sure-grip-belt-clamps/